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What Not to Do

We had a conversation with 
a CIO candidate who was 

interviewing for his dream job.  He 
had been working towards the next 
level role and was thrilled for the 
chance to interview with a prestigious, 
billion dollar organization, for a 
position that was perfect in scale and 
scope. The organization flew him in 
to interview, and he went into the day 
excited about the opportunity.  He 
called us the day after the interviews 
and we were shocked when he 
reported that “There is no way I 
would ever consider working for that 
organization...”  

What went wrong? As the candidate 
relayed his experience, it became clear 
that the organization had committed 
two of the most egregious sins when 
working with candidates—they failed 
to show the candidate respect and 
they failed to serve as a gracious host.  

Despite asking, the candidate hadn’t 
been provided any type of agenda 
for his day of interviews so he went 
into the day unclear about what to 
expect.  He was shuffled into a small 
conference room, and was told that 
someone would be in to see him 
shortly.  His day entailed lots of 
waiting and uncertainty, and being 
moved to different rooms several 
times due to meeting spaces being 
double booked. 

The candidate was told going into 
the day that he’d be meeting with the 
CEO and other key stakeholders for 
the position, but one by one these 
meetings ended up being canceled 
due to “unavoidable conflicts” or the 
meetings were severely shortened. 
He ended up spending less than 
five minutes with one key executive 
who was supposed to spend an hour 
with him, which not only made it 

difficult to adequately evaluate the 
opportunity, but also made him feel 
the organization didn’t respect him 
and the multiple days he’d carved out 
of his busy schedule to travel to their 
facility for the interviews.  Several 
of the executives he met with multi-
tasked throughout the interviews. 
With their heads buried in their 
mobile devices, the candidate found 
it difficult to forge connections.

The organization had also done 
nothing to make him feel welcome 
or help him feel connected to 
their mission and community.  He 
walked away from the day with an 
extremely negative impression of 
the organization and no interest in 
continuing in the process because 
he perceived that the organization 
wouldn’t be a positive place to work.  
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These missteps cost the organization an incredible candidate who could have easily 
succeeded in the position and thrived in their organization.  Unfortunately, we see 
problems arise all too often in organizations’ hiring process leading to a less than 
optimal candidate experience.  

In contrast, the organization with which this candidate ultimately accepted an 
offer delivered a much more positive candidate experience—they made him feel 
appreciated, valued, and welcomed which made all the difference in achieving a 
favorable result to the hiring process.

Common Hiring Mistakes To Avoid

• Not setting expectations about the hiring process and timeline
• Disorganized, undefined, or inefficient hiring process
• Not providing timely feedback 
• Wasting candidates’ time or not appearing respectful of their time
• Not providing adequate detail about the position, organization, or expectations
• Extending the hiring process or having long gaps between stages 
• Unwelcoming or not engaged search committee
• Not “selling” the candidate on the organization and opportunity
• Appearing to hide the challenges the person hired will face in the position
• Failing to elevate the experience for executive candidates 
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Why Does
Candidate 
Experience 
Matter?

“In a competitive market, it’s 
critical that organizations reflect 
on what their employer brand 
is, and treat candidates in a way 
that’s consistent with that brand.  
We stress the importance of 
delivering an exceptional caliber 
candidate experience during 
the interview process because 
it’s critical in attracting the best 
candidates and retaining talent 
over time.”

Judy Kirby, CEO of Kirby Partners



We’ve found in our nearly thirty years 
of executive search that the most 
successful hiring organizations invest 
in their employer brand and focus 
on delivering a candidate experience 
that’s consistent with that brand.  
These organizations recognize that 
the best candidates have many options 
so these companies explore ways 
to differentiate a nd p romote t heir 
organization, which ultimately can 
lower the cost to attract candidates.  

These leading organizations have 
a clear plan for how and when 
they’ll communicate to job 
seekers and have an efficient process 

in place to ensure an excellent 
candidate experience.  The very best 
organizations liken the candidate-
employer relationship to a courtship 
that has to be nurtured along the 
way to achieve a positive end result.  
These organizations are also open to 
and solicit feedback from candidates 
and are continually refining their 
process. 

Despite candidate experience 
being critical, survey data from 
CareerArc.com suggests that many 
organizations are failing to meet  
expectations—nearly 60% have had 
a poor experience with a prospective 

employer. The data also shows 
that when candidates have a poor 
experience, they’re talking about it 
with others—72% have shared their 
negative experience (either online or 
with someone directly). 
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Defining the Optimal

Candidate Experience  
Step 1: Understand how you’re 
perceived in the market

Before you start the journey of crafting 
the optimal candidate experience, 
you need to understand where you 
are today—what is your reputation 
as an employer?  What is the current 
perception of your employer brand in 
the market?  

Resources you should use include: 
• Employee surveys 
• Sites like glassdoor.com which can 

provide valuable insights into how 
your organization is perceived as a 
whole and how potential candidates 
will perceive you 

• In-depth interviews with candidates 
to understand how well you met 
their expectations and where 
improvement opportunities lie

• Exit interviews with employees 
leaving your organization

Step 2: Determine how you want 
potential hires to perceive your brand

• What is unique about your 
organization?

• What perceptions about your 
organization need to be overcome? 

• For what reasons would a candidate 
want to work at your organization 
versus your competitors or other 
organizations? 

• What is your culture like? (E.g., 
formal versus casual, strict versus 
flexible, family friendly, etc.,)

• Why do employees stay with your 
organization? Why do they leave? 

• What does the community have to 
offer prospective candidates? What 
would entice someone to relocate to 
the area? 

• How do you want job candidates to 
feel about the way your organization 
treated them throughout the hiring 
process?  



Distill the data down from these questions 
into an overarching statement (i.e., your 
employer value proposition) that will serve 
as the essence of your candidate experience 
and messaging.  It’s worth mentioning that 
achieving key stakeholder alignment on your 
messaging and value proposition is critical to 
success.  It should go without saying that your 
messaging needs to be authentic and should 
accurately reflect what it’s like to work at your 
organization.   

Step 3:  Map out every touch-point in the 
candidate journey, and brainstorm ways to 
deliver on your brand values and employer 
value proposition

• Looking at every touch-point (starting 
with the job posting and application 
process through the onboarding process), 
determine ways to deliver a positive 
experience that is consistent with your 
employer brand. 

• What message needs to be communicated 
to candidates at what point?

• In what ways are you communicating your 
brand value?  

• What does an optimal candidate 
experience look like at each stage?

In the next section, we’ve shared best practices and thought-starters.  

Executive Candidates Have 
Elevated Expectations

C-level and director-level 
candidates have higher 
expectations for how they’re 
going to be treated during their 
candidacy, so consider creating 
a customized plan for these high 
caliber positions, particularly 
when bringing these leaders 
on-site. 

The organizations that are most 
effective in hiring and have 
the best retention rates, treat 
on-site candidate interviews 
similar to planning for an 
important special event—they 
carefully coordinate the visit 
from beginning to end and 
orchestrate small details that 
will “wow” the candidate.  

See our on-site interview checklist on page 15 for ideas.
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Nine Essential
Candidate 
Experience  
Strategies

Some of these strategies 
should probably go without 
saying, but we’ve seen 
organizations neglect them 
enough to know that they’re 
worth mentioning.  When 
we work with our executive 
search clients, we employ 
these strategies (and more) 
on behalf of the organization 
to help them reach and attract 
exceptional candidates. 
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1. Make it easy to apply: Keep the 
application as simple as possible 
and ensure you’re using all the 
information collected—if you’re not 
using it, don’t ask for it. Application 
best practices:

• Let candidates know upfront 
what information they’ll need to 
complete your application 

• Ensure your application is mobile 
friendly

• Use LinkedIn or resume parsing to 
reduce the amount of information 
the candidate has to manually 
enter

• Send a confirmation email 
confirming receipt of the 
application

2. Streamline your process:  We’ve 
seen countless organizations lose 
top candidates because they’ve 
taken too long to make a decision 
and the candidate gets hired 
elsewhere.  Extending the time 
between interview phases due to 
lack of search committee alignment 
or schedule challenges frustrates 
candidates.  The ideal process is 
well-orchestrated and efficient with 
minimal time in between interview 
phases. Candidates resent when 
their time is wasted and are unlikely 
to apply again or accept an offer 
with an organization the feel wasn’t 
respectful.

3. Compel candidates to join your 
organization: Clearly communicate 
why the work you’re doing is 
important throughout the hiring 
process. 

4. Give a realistic portrayal of the 
position: Identify the need you’re 
hiring to fill and craft a clear, easy-
to-read job description. Be honest 
and upfront about your expectations 
for the role and challenges the new 
hire will face.
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5. Determine how you’ll “sell” the 
position: Generate a list of three or 
four “sizzle” points that will be used to 
market the position and organization 
to prospective candidates.  For 
example, is the position a great 
opportunity to build a team from 
the ground up?  Develop strategy 
for an innovative project?  Improve 
customer satisfaction? Understand 
what will appeal to candidates and 
make sure you’re highlighting what is 
great about the position throughout 
the process.

6. Make candidates feel welcome and 
accepted: Ensure you have a plan in 
place to get to know candidates and 

make them feel valued.  Small things 
like having an employee take them 
to lunch or giving them a facility 
tour can make a huge difference in 
the candidate’s level of engagement 
and enthusiasm.  Understand what 
motivates them, what’s important 
to them, and to the extent possible 
treat candidates as valued individuals 
rather than employing a one size fits 
all approach to engaging them.

     Respond to candidate thank you and 
follow-up notes, and when you’re 
ready to extend an  offer, have the 
candidates’ prospective manager 
contact the candidate to extend the 
offer or immediately following the 

offer.  (In our experience this leads 
to faster acceptance.) 

   For the candidate who accepts the 
position, their first few weeks at work 
are  comparable to the honeymoon 
phase of a marriage, so consider ways 
to make their initial days special, such 
as leaving them a small “welcome” 
gift, arranging team member meet 
and greets, or providing a mentor.

7. Treat candidates respectfully and 
accommodate their needs:  It’s 
critical that candidates feel that 
their time is respected and that 
their schedules are accommodated 
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to the extent possible.  Leading 
organizations are willing to work 
with candidates to find interview 
times that will have minimal impact 
on their current responsibilities. If 
you’re asking a candidate to travel 
overnight to your location, make 
sure the visit is worth their while and 
they gather as much information as 
possible  to inform their decision. 

8. Provide candidates the information 
needed to evaluate the opportunity: 
Deciding to accept a job offer is a 
big decision—leading organizations 
do everything they can to ensure 
candidates have the information they 
need to make an informed decision.  

From making sure the candidate 
has adequate time to explore the 
area when potentially relocating, 
to ensuring the candidate has the 
opportunity to spend adequate time 
with their new boss and key team 
members, consider ways to make 
sure candidates have their questions 
answered.

9. Update candidates frequently: 
Not surprisingly to anyone who has 
ever conducted a job search, the 
biggest opportunity area for most 
organizations is better and more 
frequent communication during and 
after the application process.  Create 
and share a communications plan 

detailing how and when candidates 
will receive updates—if you need to 
deviate from the plan, let candidates 
know.  Even if your update is that 
“there is no update,” candidates 
appreciate the transparency and 
being kept in the loop.  

    As the interview process draws to a 
close, set clear expectations about 
your timeline for filling the open 
position and next steps in the 
process. Notify candidates of the 
hiring decision as soon as possible. 
For candidates that don’t receive an 
offer, consider providing feedback or 
coaching to the extent possible.
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On-site Interview Checklist 
Plan Ahead

 � Select a quiet location where the 
interviews won’t be interrupted

 � Send a calendar invite to minimize 
the chance of time-zone confusion 
or accidental missed appointments

 � Provide an agenda and 
communicate:
• Interview time
• Interview format
• Interviewer names and bios
• How interviewers will join 

the meetings (i.e., in-person, 
video, conference call)

• Process for entering your 
building as a visitor (Where 
do candidates check-in?  Is ID 
required?  How long does the 
process usually take?)

• Where to park (If the candidate 
is likely to encounter difficulty 
finding a parking space or  
parking requires extra time, 
let them know and provide 
guidance about where to park)

 � Send a reminder message the day 
before confirming any logistics 
details and conveying the team is 
looking forward to meeting them

 � Plan to have a designated team 
member greet candidates and 
escort them to their interviews 
throughout the day; if possible 
select a team member that shares 
a common alma mater, hometown 
or past employer

 � Allow for some breaks in the 
interview schedule to allow the 
candidate to answer emails and 
have a little downtime to refresh

 � Schedule time for lunch if the 
candidate will be there during the 
meal time; ideally, have a team 
member accompany the candidate 
to lunch 

 � Provide candidates with a benefits 
summary

 � Provide an opportunity for the 
candidate to meet the team they’ll 
be working with on a daily basis

 � Coordinate questions among 
interviewers—it can be tedious for 
a candidate to answer the same 
questions repeatedly so make sure 
you’re asking the right questions 
for the right reasons, and 
eliminate any unnecessary overlap

 � Schedule a tour of your facility for 
the candidate (at the appropriate 
point in your process)

 � For final candidates, consider 
scheduling brief meet and greets 
with key executives who aren’t 
position stakeholders and haven’t 
been introduced during the 
process to make the candidates feel 
welcome and valued

 � Arrange to have someone walk the 
candidate out at the end of the day
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Interview Day

 � Stock the interview room with water, 
coffee, and snacks

 � Have interviewers silence their phones 
and put away mobile devices as a show 
of respect for the candidate

 � Make sure the candidate ends the day 
of interviews knowing: 
• Why they would want to work at 

your organization
• What the culture and people are 

like
• The perks and benefits offered for 

the position 
• The level of work-life balance 

offered
• What the position entails (i.e., 

what the day to day looks like, and 
what challenges and opportunities 
exist)

• What the rest of the process will be
• Timeline for the decision
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Courting the Out-of-Town Candidate

 � Communicate the expense reimbursement process and travel 
policies upfront

 � Try to schedule interviews on Mondays or Fridays to minimize 
candidate’s time away from their current position

 � Discover what’s important to the candidate and what their 
interests and hobbies are so you can better “sell” them on 
the area.  For example, if you know the candidate is an avid 
bicyclist, share information about local trails and team 
members who bike commute

 � Arrange for candidates flying in to be met at the airport and 
driven to the interview location

 � Provide a list of the best local restaurants or appealing areas 
of town they should visit 

 � If the candidate is staying overnight in a hotel, leave a 
welcome basket in their room with snacks or local products

 � Have the candidate’s potential boss and other key executives 
take the candidate out for meals while they’re in town

 � Provide materials about the area along with a real estate agent 
recommendation and school information (if relevant)

 � If the candidates’ partner is traveling with them, arrange for 
a town tour or a meal with an employee to make them feel 
welcome and special



About Kirby Partners

Firm Overview:
• Award-winning boutique firm with healthcare IT and cybersecurity focus
• Twenty-eight years of experience 
• Forbes 2017 “Best Executive Search Firms” designation
• Over 60 searches conducted in the last three years
• Published industry experts who present at top conferences including CHIME and 

HIMSS
• Woman owned business committed to diversity 

Solutions Offered:
• Retained Executive Search
• Leadership Evaluation
• Interim Leadership
• Limited Search (leverages candidates in your pipeline)

Areas of Expertise:
• CIOs
• CTOs
• CMIOs
• CISOs
• CAOs
• CNIOs
• CFOs    

• Vice Presidents
• Consultants
• Directors of Applications
• Directors of IT Security
• Directors of Revenue Cycle
• Directors of HIM
• Directors of Data Analytics

Find Out More

We’d be delighted to 
share more candidate 
experience best practices 
and discuss ways we can 
partner with you to attract 
the highest caliber talent 
your organization.  Contact 
jkirby@kirbypartners.com 
for more information.
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Please visit our website, kirbypartners.com where you can learn more about our work, 
view open positions, and request a proposal.  If you’d like to discuss current business 
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